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See when high voltage switchgear maintenance is needed
Extend maintenance cycles with a safer, faster, and lower cost
diagnostic option

Radiographic inspection saves
costs and downtime and
enables better maintenance
planning
by Jerry Michaelson

Ever since its discovery almost 120 years ago, radiography
has both been both a source of fascination and a valuable
tool. The stark and almost spooky grayscale photographs of
our bones that we see in the hospital provide an unparalleled
insight into the insides of the living body. Just as humans
must sometimes visit the physician, so does switchgear
require a periodic inspection. Both types of exams are
there to pinpoint the causes of ailments, or proactively
identify measures to prevent them. And there the somewhat
superficial likeness ends. Or does it? Switchgear may
not need to provide blood samples or take pills and have
vaccinations, but that doesn’t mean there is nothing that
switchgear service cannot learn from medicine. When
physicians use radiography to look inside the body, it
means they do not need to use scalpels. For the patient this
reduces pain, risk, costs and time. These same advantages
also apply to switchgear. Equipment can be inspected
without dismantling. Downtime and costs are minimized and
the risk of contributing further errors or causing damage in
reassembly is removed.

Inspecting switchgear the traditional way is not a simple matter.
First of all, downtime has to be planned and coordinated. Before
humans can approach the equipment, it must be disconnected
and earthed. Breakers filled with SF6 have to be degassed (and
because SF6 is a potent greenhouse gas, it should not be released
into the atmosphere but collected and recycled). Then begins the
actual dismantling and subsequent reassembly. This phase brings
with it the risk that human errors can introduce defects that were
not previously present. Parts can be lost, damaged or incorrectly
fitted and debris can enter the equipment.
Disassembly for inspection is time consuming and costly, and not
always effective.
In view of the importance of switchgear in the delivery chain
of electrical energy, utilities cannot afford not to inspect their
switchgear regularly. An unexpected malfunction can cause
blackouts and thus lost productivity and damage to the economy.
At the same time, in order to plan maintenance and replacement
effectively, knowledge of the condition of switchgear is vital.

Left: Non-OEM nozzle

Right: ABB‘s OEM replacement nozzle

High Voltage legacy switchgear

1 Radiography

Enter radiography. With radiographic inspection, ABB can see
inside equipment without having to disassemble it. Just as with
the manual inspection described above, the switchgear must
be taken out of service, disconnected and earthed. But the
subsequent steps and overall downtime are replaced by the
far simpler and much less invasive setting up of radiography
equipment1. Time savings achieved means downtime is reduced
from days to hours2.
Combined with operational diagnostics (precise measurement
response times to infer the degree of wear of contacts),
radiography can provide a low-cost yet effective way of
obtaining detailed information on the condition of equipment
and for predicting the remaining number of operating cycles
before intervention is required.

The reliability of the power supply is vital for the center’s
operations. A review of the switchgear revealed that many of
the center’s circuit breakers were 10 to 14 years old, with one
having completed 2,700 operations during its lifetime.
In February 2006, Call Henry Inc. contacted ABB on behalf
of the research facility regarding the health of 26 ABB type
38PM40-20 SF6-filled circuit breakers. With regard to reducing
costs and downtime, it was decided to conduct external
diagnostics testing and radiographic inspection. As a result of
these tests, of the 26 breakers radiographed:
One required entry to remediate a hardware problem.
Seven required reduction of the SF6 gas moisture content.
19 were spared entry and intrusive
maintenance.

A comparison between radiographic images and a diagram are
shown in diagram3. Examples of the level of detail such images
can provide is shown in picture4. Experts can use such images
to measure parts that are subject to wear. An “in spec” nozzle is
compared with an “out of spec” nozzle in pictures5 a & b.
Besides problems associated to wear, radiography can also
reveal manufacturing defects. In picture6, a detached screw can
be seen.

Overall, 38 man-days of intensive, internal inspections were
saved. After performing the external diagnostic testing and
resulting maintenance, NASA’s fleet was restored to reliable
operating status for less than 50 percent of the cost of
traditional maintenance.

Case study: Call Henry Inc. and NASA

ABB can perform radiography
on its own equipment and
on the products of other
manufacturers including legacy
equipment.

Call Henry Inc. is the high-voltage onsite service contractor
at the NASA Glenn Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio in the
United States. The center leads NASA’s R&D in aeropropulsion,
and specializes in turbomachinery, power propulsion and
communications, while also leading research in the microgravity
science disciplines of fluid physics, combustion science and the
fields of microgravity acceleration measurement.
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2 Typical time savings achieved with radiography
Circuit breaker type

4 Examples of details revealed by radiography

Outage Times

Interrupter wear

Traditional invasive

Radiography

internal inspection
38 - 145 kV

2 days

2 hours

242 kV

3 days

3 hours

362 kV

4 days

3 hours

550 kV

5 days

6 hours

3 Comparison of radiographic images and a diagram of a 38/72
PM interrupter

5 Comparing a “good” and a “bad” nozzle

5a Nozzle in spec

Downtime is reduced from
days to hours

5b Nozzle out of spec

6 Detached screw

Case study: Pacific Northwest
ABB was asked to perform radiographic inspections of eight
ABB breakers for a Pacific Northwest utility in the fall of
2006. Shortly before the inspection, the utility had removed a
Westinghouse 262SFA breaker from service. An inspection of
the removed breaker revealed that the orifice on one contact
was broken and that the guide rings from four others had
become detached and were lying at the bottom of the tank.
This situation posed the possibility of a catastrophic circuit
breaker failure. Increasing the risk was the fact that the broken
part turned out not to be an OEM 1 component but a reverseengineered non-OEM one (ABB took over the transmission and
distribution activities of Westinghouse in 1989 and continues to
supplies OEM parts).
Five further breakers of the same design were thus inspected
by ABB using radiography. Based on the findings and a review
by a Westinghouse expert, it was determined that one of these
breakers had no less than three broken orifices. One phase
was missing both orifices and one phase was missing one. If
this breaker were called on to perform a full fault interruption, a
failure would be likely. The other breakers were found not to be
in need of immediate repair. This operation saved the customer
$60,000 with respect to traditional internal inspections.
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These and other examples show that radiographic inspection
saves both time and money, both by reducing the amount
of work needing to be done when compared with traditional
invasive inspection, and in terms of disruption and downtime for
the customer. ABB can perform radiography on both equipment
of its own manufacture and on the products of other and
legacy manufacturers, and has the expertise to evaluate the
photographs and provide service advice on the basis of this.

Jerry Michaelson is a Field Service Diagnostic Specialist for
ABB High Voltage Service (US) who has more than 20 years
of high voltage experience. Before joining ABB, Jerry was a
supervisor for a Midwest utility generation group specializing in
nondestructive testing and certified in several nondestructive
disciplines. He introduced Computed Radiography (CR) to
the utility’s Power Generation group, which allowed sites to
expand the use of radiography as a diagnostic tool rather than
just weld inspection. While working in the Power Generation
group, he developed nonintrusive inspection using computed
radiography for mandatory valves and piping inspection.
In 2004 Jerry developed the nonintrusive CR inspection for
ABB breakers and GIS. Since then he has inspected over
1,000 ABB SF6 gas circuit breaker poles and GIS components,
plus numerous other manufacturers breakers and GIS. He is
presently working on developing the technology for additional
noninvasive inspection techniques.

Industry challenges radiography addresses:
− Maintenance cycles are being extended
− Maintenance programs are focusing on use and condition of
equipment vs. time in service
− Cost and need of maintenance must be prioritized within
budgets
− Outage times, especially for critical equipment, are shorter
− Tribal knowledge is leaving or retiring

Direct customer benefits:
− Cost and work schedule is typically 50% of traditional internal
maintenance
− Allocates financial & personnel resources more effectively by
pinpointing necessary repairs
− Eliminates risk of environmental contaminants entering
equipment or risk of SF6 emissions
− Used in conjunction with five-year maintenance in lieu of
performing ten-year maintenance
− Safer maintenance option as a crane, gas cart, or large crew
is not needed
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Publishing note:
This article was originally published in ABB Review.

Learn more about radiography by clicking here
to view our video
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Radiography is the tool

